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Shen City. 

Chu Feng was coming out of the court when he heard his phone ring. Seeing that it was Qin Lin’s 

number, he picked it up and said, “I just came out of the court. Don’t tell me I’m flying to Youcheng 

County again soon.” 

Qin Lin smiled and said, “There’s no need. I just want to ask Senior Brother Chu to help draw up two 

financing contracts. I plan to build a new laboratory with two funds, 200 million yuan each. It’s best if it 

can be used tomorrow.” 

“Qin Lin, the amount of money involved in your business is getting bigger and bigger. Tell me the exact 

situation and requirements.” Chu Feng’s face was filled with emotions. The potential of this junior’s villa 

and food company was huge. Now, they are going to build a laboratory. 

Although he did not know what was going on in this laboratory, it was obvious that it was not simple 

since it involved 200 million yuan in financing. 

Qin Lin also told Chu Feng the exact situation. 

However, when Chu Feng heard about the two 10% 200 million yuan financing, he was shocked, okay? 

Didn’t that mean that the newly built laboratory that Qin Lin mentioned had a valuation of two billion 

yuan without doing anything? 

This… 

The budget for next year’s business expenses seemed to be able to increase. 

“Qin Lin, I’ll get you the financing contract overnight.” Chu Feng hurriedly promised Qin Lin. If he wanted 

the price, he had to settle the matter well. 

After hanging up, he dialed again. It was a little tight. He had to get help. 

In the villa. 

Qin Lin also put down his phone. He was still confident in Senior Brother Chu. 

Chu Feng was also very efficient. 

The next day, after lunch, Qin Lin received a call from Chu Feng. “Qin Lin, the financing contract has 

been completed. I’ll send it to you immediately. Accept it.” 

“Thank you, Senior Brother Chu.” As soon as Qin Lin ended the call, he immediately received the 

contract document from Chu Feng. As he was downloading and printing, he suddenly looked at the 

screen in his mind. 

In the game, Mayor Thomas was at the farm again. 



Qin Lin’s eyes lit up. The moment the mayor came, a plot mission had been triggered. 

He immediately controlled his game character to go over and talk. 

[I didn’t expect your ranch to be built already. It’s really not bad. Today is the town’s spring festival. Are 

you going to contribute to the event? If you can decorate the scene for the event, you can get a spring 

festival box. You can get a random gift when you open it!] 

Sure enough, another plot had been triggered. And it was another sacrifice. 

Besides, this was different from the music festival. 

The music festival needed to deliver food, and the spring festival was just to decorate the scene. 

Of course, Qin Lin accepted it. The next moment, the game screen changed. An arrow began to appear 

on the road, indicating his mission destination. 

He immediately controlled his game character to go and finally arrived at the square in the park. Clearly, 

the Spring Festival was also held here. 

Then, he began to set up the Spring Festival venue according to Thomas’ instructions. 

This seemed to have become tedious decoration again. Thomas’ request was that he need to go into 

Mount Notre Dame and pick various flowers and plants to decorate. 

After finally completing a series of locked mission instructions, he finally entered the plot conversation 

with Thomas again: 

[The Spring Festival Ceremony venue has finally been set up. Thank you for your help. I’ll give you this 

Spring Festival Gift Box!] 

[Congratulations on obtaining the Spring Festival Gift Box. Do you want to open it?] 

Qin Lin immediately chose yes and looked forward to something troublesome like the Musical Ceremony 

Scroll appearing this time. 

[Congratulations on obtaining a special formula: The secret recipe for making tea leaves!] 

Another secret recipe? 

Moreover, Qin Lin knew that these tea leaves were good stuff. 

This could be used to make tea. Tea brewed in the game could restore strength and strength. It was very 

useful when mining and working. 

Because of the fruit of the Tree of Strength, many players did not lack stamina after eating a few fruits. 

This thing was not too attention-grabbing in the game. 

But in reality, what would happen if there were tea leaves to make and drink? It would definitely be very 

popular. 
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After Qin Lin obtained the secret recipe for the tea leaves, he immediately got up and locked the office 

before choosing to enter the game. 

In the game, players could not feel the fatigue of not having physical strength or strength, but the 

fatigue of not having physical strength or strength in the real world was very painful. The pressure in 

modern society was huge. How many people were enduring this pain? 

But how many people could only grit their teeth and persevere for their lives, their wives, their 

girlfriends, their houses, and their cars? 

At this time, many people should be willing to have a cup of tea brewed from tea leaves. 

The benefits of getting calm tea leaves into reality might be even greater than ketchup. 

As soon as he entered the game, Qin Lin saw the note of ‘Calm Tea Leaves Recipe 04’. 

[Secret recipe for calm tea leaves: Quality 1] 

[This is one of the secret recipes for making calm tea leaves. It records a way to make tea leaves. After 

using it, you can obtain the exact content and effect of the formula. Do you want to use it?] 

This was another recipe for Quality 1. 

Furthermore, unlike the secret recipe for ketchup, there was the word “Recipe 04” behind the tea 

leaves. The note was also one of them. 

It meant that there was more than one formula like this. There might be several. 

What he had now might be the fourth. 

There was no doubt that as long as it was a formula, it should be able to be promoted. 

He decisively chose to use it. 

In an instant, just like the ketchup from before, pieces of information appeared in his mind out of thin 

air. They were the methods to make tea leaves that were deeply engraved in his memory. 

There was still a strange feeling like muscle memory, as if he had roasted tea leaves countless times. 

At the same time, he also knew the effect of this tea leaf: Quality 1 tea leaf had the attributes of 

recovery of physical strength +1 and recovery of strength +1. 

After Qin Lin received the message, he opened his office and called Chen Dabei. 

Chen Dabei rushed over immediately and asked, “Boss, what can I do for you?” 

It had already become a habit for him to run errands and he was happy to do so. He lived alone as his 

boss’s number one confidant. There were so many good employees in the villa, but he was the only one 

who was close to his boss. 

Qin Lin was indeed convenient using Chen Dabei. Seeing him come, he instructed, “Help me buy some 

things.” 



“Boss, wait a moment. I’ll take some notes,” Chen Dabei said solemnly as he took out a small notebook 

and a pen from his pocket. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin said, “Help me buy some tea leaves. Also, some…” He reported the materials needed 

for the secret recipe to Chen Dabei in one go before saying, “The tea leaves have to be freshly plucked.” 

“Okay, Boss.” Chen Dabei put away his pen and paper and left immediately. He headed to the parking 

lot and got into a brand new Focus. 

It was his new car. 

In the past, a small security guard like him naturally could not afford a car. If he dared to buy a car with a 

salary of 3,000 yuan a month, his wife would definitely beat him to death with a rolling pin. 

Fortunately, he seized the opportunity to cozy up to his new boss. He was the head of security of Qinglin 

Villa, and his salary was definitely high in a small county like Youcheng County. 

His wife had taken the initiative to buy this car for him with a loan. Using his wife meant that as the head 

of the security department of Qinglin Villa, it would be embarrassing for him to ride a motorcycle when 

he could not get off work. 

Chen Dabei drove out of the villa and headed straight for the North Mountain. He knew that the tea 

leaves there were better and planned to go up the mountain personally. 

He did his best to do what his boss had instructed him to do. 

In the villa. 

Qin Lin also went to the dining room kitchen and found Master Lin. He took three spare large pots of 

roasted tea leaves from the kitchen and got two apprentices to help him carry them to the original hall. 

It seemed unnecessary to roast three pots with tea leaves, but the secret recipe required three pots to 

be roasted separately. They were divided into raw pots, two green pots, and cooked pots. The three 

pots were connected and operated in sequence. 

The reason it was divided into three pots was also because the three stages of roasting tea required 

different temperatures to fully unleash the charm of the tea leaves and maintain it. 

Nowadays, many people roasted tea leaves, especially those made by farmers. This was also why the tea 

leaves planted by farmers could not be sold at a high price. 

Furthermore, the temperature of the three pots was strictly controlled. For different people, the process 

of roasting tea was different, and so was the temperature control. 

Qin Lin had once watched an episode of a program. The special tea leaves of the Da Hong Pao Mother 

Tree were divided into 10 pots and 10 stages. The temperature of each pot was different, and the 

special skill of the tea cook was not leaked. 

The secret recipe he had obtained was not a special skill for roasting tea, but for cooling tea leaves. It 

was mainly recipe materials, so it was only divided into three pots. However, each pot had to be filled 

with unused materials and weight ratios at different temperatures. 



Furthermore, the temperature of the first raw pot had to be 180 to 200°C. The second green pot had to 

reach 130 to 150°C. The last pot had to be roasted at 80°C. 

When Qin Lin brought the pot to the original hall with the two kitchen apprentices, he realized that 

Chen Sheng and Ma Liewen had already arrived. 

The two of them clearly went forward happily when they saw Qin Lin. 

Chen Shengfei said with a smile, “Qin Lin, Li Qing has already told me the exact situation. I can only say 

that I’m very grateful for giving us the opportunity.” 

Ma Liewen nodded in agreement. “Indeed. I thought it was already worth it to have only one new 

variety of watermelon. I didn’t expect that kind of soil.” 

The two of them were not stupid. They knew the value of this. 
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If that special soil could nurture a few more genetically mutated crops, the return on this 10% 

investment would definitely be very terrifying. 

If the others knew the details, they might rush to invest. 

They were taking advantage of their friendship. 

The most important thing was still Qin Lin. Li Qing helping him like this meant that the Li family had 

tacitly agreed. One had to know that even if the two of them were good friends with Li Qing, they did 

not have such treatment in the Li family. 

“Old Chen, Old Ma, let’s not thank each other.” Qin Lin put down the pot in his hand and said, “On the 

other hand, if you want to thank someone, help prepare the laboratory. It’s best to recommend a 

professional manager who can be trusted. Aren’t headhunting important now? I don’t have any 

connections in this area.” 

After all, the laboratory was different from the villa and the food company. 

Since he was young, Deng Guang had also grown up with the food company and did well. The villa had 

also developed since he was young, and Zhao Moqing could still manage it. 

However, after Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen raised the funds, this laboratory had 400 million yuan in 

capital at the beginning. Later on, they would promote planting new watermelons. This plate had a big 

start. Not only did it require a very capable management, but it also needed experience in laboratory 

management. 

Such a talent could not be recruited in a small place like Youcheng County. They usually needed to rely 

on headhunting to poach people. 

He didn’t have the connections for that. 



Hearing Qin Lin’s words, Chen Shengfei smiled and said, “The headhunting matter is simple. I know 

Zheng Qiudong, the general manager of Virtue and Benevolence. Virtue and Benevolence is one of the 

strongest headhunting companies in the industry. It’s simple to find a suitable person.” 

Ma Liewen nodded and said, “The headhunting company, Virtue and Benevolence, is indeed good. That 

President Zheng also has a celebrity face. He looks a lot like that Immortal Sword Beard. He’s very 

famous in the industry.” 

Qin Lin nodded. Since the two of them felt that this German drama was not bad, he would get Chen 

Shengfei to contact the other party. 

Li Qing walked over and asked curiously, “Qin Lin, why did you bring three big pots over?” 

Qin Lin explained, “I’m preparing to roast some tea leaves.” 

“You’re not doing your job.” Li Qing was not interested in tea, so he said earnestly, “Qin Lin, you have 

such high attainments in wine. Why are you making tea instead of wine?” 

Qin Lin was very embarrassed. In this situation, he didn’t seem to understand much about wine. Instead, 

after obtaining the secret recipe for the tea leaves, he became proficient in roasting tea. 

However, the key was that the wine he took out was top-notch. No one seemed to believe him if he said 

that he did not know much about wine. 

Ma Liewen, who liked tea, was interested. “I’m good at drinking tea, but I’ve never seen people roasting 

tea before. I want to see it.” 

Qin Lin explained, “I got someone to buy tea leaves. We have to wait for him to come back. Let’s go to 

the office to talk about the laboratory first!” 

Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen naturally had no objections. 

They couldn’t wait to get it settled. 

After entering the office, Ma Liewen sat at the tea table skillfully and picked up the tea tools and the 

oolong tea he had left behind. 

The tea table was his home ground. 

He boiled water, put in tea leaves, filtered the dregs, and made tea. A pot of tea was quickly brewed. 

Ma Liewen poured everyone a cup. 

Qin Lin also handed the documents he had printed previously to Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen. Their 

contract was to invest 200 million yuan and occupy 10% of the shares. 

Qin Lin, on the other hand, invested in 80% of the new variety of melons and soil. 

As long as the contract was signed, he could register at the Industry and Commerce Bureau. At that 

time, Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen would also appear in the registration information as shareholders. 

After Qin Lin sat down at the tea table, he said to Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen, “Old Ma, Old Chen, get 

the lawyer to look at the documents first.” 



The two of them nodded and took photos of the documents in front of Qin Lin to send to their lawyer. 

He also needed a special account to register the company. When the time came, the money would have 

to enter this account. 

Their lawyer confirmed that the document would not be released so quickly, so Qin Lin discussed some 

laboratory plans with them and left the villa to apply for a public account. 

The public account was the corporate account. When the time came, the laboratory’s funds would use 

this card, including Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen’s investment funds. 

When Qin Lin registered the opposite bank account and returned to the villa, Chen Shengfei and Ma 

Liewen also received confirmation from their respective lawyers. There was naturally no problem with 

the contract. 

Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen also decisively signed their names on the document. 

They had invested in this investment in a private name. They had not invested in the name of their 

group. 

Because they knew that this was definitely a high-quality investment. The return was far beyond 

imagination. 

The group did not belong to them alone. There were other shareholders. 

Only private investment was considered personal. 

There was no reason for the other shareholders of his corporation to take advantage of such a high-

quality private investment. 

After the contract was signed, Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen also took out their phones and made a call. 

The transfer of 200 million yuan was not a small sum. There would be some troublesome review 

procedures at the bank. 

They had to call the bank president personally before the bank would help them get things done as 

quickly as possible. 

Qin Lin also planned to do what needed to be done as soon as possible and asked Chen Shengfei to help 

contact the headhunter of Virtue and Benevolence and help find a suitable manager. 

He had also gone to the county to rent a place specially because he needed an office to register a 

company. The procedures stipulated that he could only rent a place first. 

After doing this, Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen’s accounts arrived. 

This was the first time Qin Lin had received such a large sum of money. The number of zeros after the 

400 million was a little blurry. 

Unfortunately, the money did not belong to him. It belonged to Qinglin Laboratory. Although he 

occupied 80% of the laboratory’s shares, there was still a huge difference. 



Furthermore, the contract for this money also stated the path to building a laboratory and promoting 

new varieties of watermelons. 

After the money was transferred, Qin Lin also drove Chen Shengfei, Ma Liewen, and Li Qing to the 

Industry and Commerce Bureau. At the same time, he called Chief Guo. 

Previously, he had met Chief Guo a few times with Chen Li and even left his number. 

In Youcheng County, he did not have to wait for these businesses like ordinary people, nor did he have 

to go through so many troublesome procedures. He could just contact Chief Guo. 

This registered company law could actually be done by the legal representative. The shareholders did 

not need to be present. 

However, Chen Shengfei had nothing to do in the villa, so they went together. 

When Qin Lin arrived at the Industry and Commerce Bureau, a middle-aged man in a suit was already 

waiting. It was Chief Guo. 

“President Qin, what business are you doing today?” As soon as Chief Guo saw Qin Lin get out of the car, 

he went forward with a smile and a warm attitude. 

This was inevitable. Everyone knew how much the county leaders valued Boss Qin. Which department 

dared to neglect him? 

As long as Boss Qin did not violate the bottom line of his principles, he had to fully support any request. 

This was a hard stance. 

Qin Lin smiled and explained, “Chief Guo, I want to register another laboratory company, so I’ll have to 

trouble you.” 

“Boss Qin, this is a small matter. I’ll help you handle it personally.” Chief Guo immediately invited Qin Lin 

to his office. Passing through the hall, it attracted the attention of the staff and those doing business. 

After all, for the director to personally welcome him, this person was definitely a big shot in Youcheng 

County. 

Chief Guo returned to his office and sat down. He turned on his computer and entered the backstage of 

the Industry and Commerce Bureau. “Boss Qin, give me the information you registered.” 

Qin Lin also handed the information over. 

Chief Guo filled in the details according to the information. The name of the company still had the words 

‘Qinglin Laboratory’. Chief Guo could tell at a glance that it was a random place. 

Registered capital…? 

Chief Guo was stunned. 

Most of the registered companies in their small county only had tens of thousands of yuan. Some were 

more than a hundred thousand yuan, and millions of yuan were rare. 



When he suddenly saw the string of zeros behind Boss Qin’s registered funds, he could not react for a 

moment. 

400,000,000.00. 

How many zeros were there? 
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Although there was a capital below the number, Chief Guo could not help but count the 0s after the 4. 

It was not that he was ignorant, he just never saw such a huge sum of money. 

In a small place like Youcheng County, he had really never seen a registered company with such a high 

registered capital. It was a total of 400 million yuan. 

“Boss Qin, is this registered capital correct?” Chief Guo asked subconsciously. 

What did 400 million registered funds represent? 

It meant that this company was definitely awesome. 

How many companies in Youcheng County had more than 100 million assets? 

Qin Lin nodded affirmatively and said, “Because we want to build a laboratory and promote the 

products, we started with a little more registered funds.” 

Chief Guo also came back to his senses and continued to help Qin Lin with the procedures. At the same 

time, he verified the funds provided by Qin Lin’s laboratory account. 

There was really 400 million yuan inside. 

Other than Boss Qin, there were two other shareholders. One of them was Chen Shengfei, and the other 

was Ma Liewen. 

When he saw these two names, he was suddenly stunned. He thought of something and looked at Chen 

Shengfei and Ma Liewen beside Qin Lin in shock. 

Weren’t they these two? 

He had not noticed it just now. 

He naturally knew that these two super rich people could enter the top 50 in the entire Min Province, let 

alone their corporation’s wealth. 

The county had long wanted these two to invest in Youcheng County, but because of some scruples, 

they had not contacted them. 

He immediately understood that the 400 million yuan registered in Boss Qin’s laboratory was probably 

paid by these two. 

No wonder he was so generous. 



It seemed that these two had a good relationship with Boss Qin. 

Chief Guo spent some time helping Qin Lin fill in the information and said, “Boss Qin, I’ll settle the 

review and documents as soon as possible and send them to you.” 

Usually, it took a long time to register a company and review it. It took one to three working days to 

approve the name, another five to 15 working days to review the information submitted, another day to 

make an appointment for the issuance of the documents, and another one to two days to engrave the 

seal. 

It was precisely because of this that there was a saying that people would break their legs if they went 

through the procedures. 

However, in a place like Youcheng County, Qin Lin’s status clearly did not need to go through such 

trouble. 

“Thank you, Chief Guo,” Qin Lin said with a smile. 

Chief Guo hurriedly said, “Of course. The bigger Boss Qin’s company in Youcheng County, the better it is 

for me, right?” 

That was the truth. After all, he was in charge of business. 

After sending Qin Lin off, Chief Guo did not return to his office. Instead, he went straight to the county. 

Sun Xian and the others had been looking forward to Chen Shengfei and Ma Liewen investing in 

Youcheng County. Now that these two had invested 400 million yuan in one go, Sun Xian and the others 

should be overjoyed, right? 

He had to report this good news. 

The county. 

Sun Xian also came out of a conference room with Chen Li. 

His meeting with Qinglin Villa’s new watermelon had finally been approved. 

Everyone knew the advantage of the new watermelon breed. They were all sharp-eyed and could 

naturally tell the benefits of this new watermelon breed to the county. 

Next, they had to discuss how to cooperate with Boss Qin. 

This matter could not be delayed. 

Under the circumstances that Boss Qin lacked funds, if Sand City and Ning City found out about this new 

watermelon, they might fight to give Boss Qin policy preferential treatment and a support fund. 

Sun Xian led Chen Li to his office. He had just sat down to discuss the details when Chief Guo came 

looking for him. 

As soon as he entered the office, Chief Guo hurriedly said, “Sun Xian, something good has happened!” 

Sun Xian frowned and asked, “Guo Zhen, what’s so good that you’re so anxious?” 



Guo Zhen immediately reported, “Sun Xian, it’s Boss Qin. He came to the bureau today to register a 

laboratory company.” 

“Lab company? Why did Boss Qin register such a company?” Sun Xian naturally knew what a laboratory 

company was. It was a company that specialized in running laboratory products. It was considered a 

scientific research company. 

Chen Li said, “Boss Qin has that agricultural expert, Professor Li. Previously, when I went to the 

backyard, he had been studying watermelons. I think the new variety of watermelons is also related to 

him. Boss Qin should have had the idea of registering a laboratory long ago.” 

“Yes!” Sun Xian nodded. 

“Sun Xian, that’s not important.” Guo Zhen immediately said, “Boss Qin’s experiment has already 

confirmed that there are 400 million registered funds. Moreover, it was invested by Chen Shengfei and 

Ma Liewen. Their names are on the shareholders.” 

“What?” Sun Xian immediately couldn’t sit still when he heard this. 

There was naturally no need to mention the strength of these two tycoons. The county had been looking 

forward to their investment. 

In fact, he was also under pressure whether to take the initiative to contact these two people. There 

were others in the county who expressed that they should take the initiative to contact them. 

Since the other party often came to Youcheng County for a vacation, he could not miss an opportunity. 

However, he knew very well that these two were here for Qinglin Villa, not Youcheng County. 

It would be better to wait for these two to take the initiative to invest than to come knocking. 

Now, these two had finally taken the initiative to invest. Furthermore, they had spent 400 million yuan. 

If this was used to attract investors, it would definitely attract many investors. 

Do you think the environment in Youcheng County is good? Look at how big President Chen and 

President Ma’s company is. They think that Youcheng County is good and invested 400 million yuan at 

once. 

Chen Li suddenly thought of something. “Sun Xian, Boss Qin seems to be rich now. Did we open our 

meeting for nothing?” 
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“…” Sun Xian opened his mouth. 

Wasn’t that so? 

It was for nothing. 

Fortunately, there was this good news. That was a small matter. 



He immediately instructed Chen Li and Guo Zhen, “Keep an eye on this matter and arrange for the 

relevant procedures to be fully cooperated with Boss Qin.” 

Chen Li and Guo Zhen nodded in understanding. 

… 

Not long after. 

In the kitchen of Qinglin Villa. 

Qin Lin set up the three pots, and one of them had already begun to boil. 

Chen Dabei was washing tea leaves at the side. 

When he, Chen Shengfei, and the others returned to the villa, Chen Dabei had bought all the materials 

to make the tea leaves. 

He happened to be trying to make some tea leaves first. 

Deng Guang was helping wash the other materials. “President Qin, you specially called me over. It 

shouldn’t be just to roast the tea leaves, right?” 

Qin Lin nodded and said, “Finish roasting the tea leaves first. We’ll talk in detail later.” 

The tea brewed from Quality 1 tea leaves had the attribute of recovering stamina +1 and strength +1. 

According to his past experience, he could easily feel the +1 attribute. The effect was obvious. 

Therefore, he planned to use this tea to create a functional drink. As for why it was not a direct tea, it 

was because it was troublesome. 

Functional drinks could be drunk as soon as the lid was unscrewed. Tea leaves had to be brewed 

themselves. That would put a lot of restrictions on their use. They couldn’t be used anywhere and 

anytime like functional drinks. They definitely weren’t as popular. 

Since the tea leaves were also used to make tea, the direct function drink helped the customers directly. 

Moreover, with the attributes of restoring physical strength and power, they would definitely be liked by 

the workers. Who did not want to drink some when they were exhausted from work? 

Even those who played outside needed it. If they were tired from playing basketball, they would 

definitely want to drink some to recover, right? If they were tired from shopping, they could take a few 

sips, right? 

More privately, when you and your wife are tired, drink some. You might be able to have a good time. 

Therefore, this functional drink was as popular as ketchup. That market would be bigger than the 

ketchup market. 

After all, no matter how much people liked ketchup, they could not eat much in a day. 

Drinks were different. Everyone might drink one or three bottles a day. 



There were many functional drinks on the market, and Qin Lin had drunk most of them. Actually, many 

of those functional drinks were ineffective and relied on advertisements. 

If his really effective functional drink was launched, as long as the publicity was good, it would definitely 

be able to quickly occupy the market. After all, the customers were not fools. After seeing what was 

really effective, why would they choose those that were blown up by advertisements? 

Qinglin Villa was the best publicity channel. 

This functional drink naturally had to be promoted by the food company. 

After that, Deng Guang was busy again. 

At this moment, Ma Liewen walked into the kitchen from outside and asked, “Qin Lin, can you start 

roasting these tea leaves?” 

As a tea enthusiast, he was very interested in this matter. 

Chen Shengfei and Li Qing followed behind him. The two of them were purely joining in the fun and 

wanted to see how Qin Lin cooked the tea. 

Soon. 

The temperature of the first raw pot met the requirements. 

The raw pot meant that it was the first time raw tea leaves were put into the pot. 

“Are the tea leaves washed?” Qin Lin asked Chen Shengfei. 

“It’s done.” Chen Shengfei handed a bamboo cage to Qin Lin. The bamboo cage was filled with washed 

tea leaves that were placed inside to wash. 

Qin Lin took the bamboo basket. At that moment, the technique of roasting tea leaves in his muscle 

memory subconsciously surged out. The bamboo basket in his hand trembled, and a portion of the tea 

leaves jumped smoothly into the bamboo basket and landed in the pot. 

After shaking it a few times, the tea leaves in the bamboo basket flowed like water and covered the pot 

evenly. 

This scene directly attracted the attention of Ma Liewen and the others. 

It seemed very impressive. 

At this moment, Qin Lin put down the bamboo basket and swept his palm across the pot. He actually 

used his hand to spin and stir in the pot. His movements were agile, but the tea leaves were spinning 

and turning. 

That action was as smooth as water. 

This was the first time Qin Lin had done this. Under the muscle memory given by the system, it was as if 

he had the foundation of a master for decades. 

He could only say that the system was awesome. 



However, his technique completely stunned Ma Liewen and the others. 

“Qin Lin has such ability?” 

“Who knows how many more abilities he has? This technique is really amazing.” 

“Making wine, cooking, and now making tea. It’s surprising every time.” 

Deng Guang was equally surprised. He did not expect his boss to have such a move. 

However, Qin Lin was already quickly rummaging through the tea leaves in the pot. This step was to let 

the tea leaves be evenly heated and dehydrated. He had to spin them quickly and evenly before shaking 

the tea leaves. 

At the same time, Qin Lin had already begun to add the other two materials. 

This process took about two minutes. 

Before that, the second pot fired, making the pot heat up quickly. 

When the tea leaves became soft and the color turned dark green, Qin Lin knew that it was time. He 

immediately swept the tea leaves in the pot into the second pot. 

His movements were still fluid. 

The two green pots were mainly to continue filming and preliminary kneading. Then, three of the 

ingredients were added and roasted with the tea leaves. 

At this moment, the tea leaves were already dehydrated and slightly curled. They also had to use the 

prepared roasted tea broom because their hands would touch the pot directly. If they used their hands 

directly, they would definitely blister. 

Soon, it was time for the third step. This step was to roast gently and add the final materials in order. 

The information imprinted in his mind by the system allowed him to familiarize himself with every step. 

He could even accurately grasp the ratio of the materials by feeling them. 
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Not long after. 

A pot of tea leaves was ready and Qin Lin poured it into the basin at the side. 

“Qin Lin, are you cooking tea?” Ma Liewen went forward and grabbed some to smell. “It smells quite 

good. I wonder if it tastes good. Let’s make a pot and try it first.” 

In order to experiment with the consumption of these tea leaves, Qin Lin had long prepared a kettle, jar, 

and cup. 

Ma Liewen had picked up the kettle and jar to make tea as he spoke. 



Tea refreshments were different from ordinary tea leaves, with other ingredients more similar to flower 

tea. 

Women and young people generally preferred this kind of tea. 

A moment later, Ma Liewen had already brewed a pot of tea. Then, he took out cups and poured tea. 

“Try it and see what the tea ingredients Qin Lin made are like.” 

Li Qing and Ma Liewen smiled and picked up a glass to drink. 

“Try it too,” Qin Lin said to Deng Guang. 

Deng Guang nodded and picked up a cup to drink too. 

After a few bites, he was slightly surprised. “Boss, this tea tastes good. It won’t be worse than green tea 

on the market.” 

Ma Liewen echoed, “It does taste good. It’s very sweet and light without being greasy.” 

Li Qing and Chen Shengfei nodded in agreement. 

“Don’t you feel anything else?” Qin Lin frowned and took a cup of tea to drink. 

This was not right. What about the attributes of restoring stamina +1 and strength +1? Why couldn’t he 

feel it? According to his past experience, he should be able to feel it. 

However, after drinking the cup, his frown deepened. 

It did taste better than green tea, but there was no special feeling as if there was no attribute 

enhancement. 

The next moment, he patted his head, feeling stupid. 

In order to recover his strength, it had to be deplenished first. 

Just like in a game, if the stamina and strength were full, no matter how much medicine was used, it was 

useless. 

At the thought of this, he put down his cup. Then he leaned over and began to do push-ups. 

This sudden action stunned everyone, not understanding what he was going to do. 

However, Qin Lin did one push-up after another crazily. He was very fast and quickly did 50. This 

shocked Ma Liewen and the others. 

With such rapid push-ups, they felt that they would not have any stamina left after doing 10. 

Qin Lin did not stop. It took him 100 push-ups to feel exhausted, but he still did not stop. Although his 

speed had slowed down, he could still do it. 

After eating the fruit of the Tree of Strength, this was not his limit. 

Ma Liewen said in surprise, “Qin Lin’s stamina is too good.” 

Chen Shengfei also sighed. “I’m so envious. He has such good stamina.” 



Finally, Qin Lin did 150. His forehead was already covered in sweat. 

This kind of intense push-up had also severely exhausted his strength. His arms were sore. 

He got up and immediately poured himself a cup of tea, then gulped it down. 

His eyes lit up as soon as he drank the tea. 

There was a very refreshing feeling. He could feel his strength slowly recovering. The soreness in his 

arms was disappearing, and the lost strength was returning to his body. 

This was the right feeling. 

Although the attributes were only +1, the feeling was very clear. 

Qin Lin immediately instructed Chen Dabei, “Go to the watermelon field and bring a few workers over.” 

If he wanted to test the effect of this cooling tea, it was naturally best to let the people working in the 

watermelon field try it. What could people like Ma Liewen test for? 

“Okay, Boss.” Chen Dabei immediately left the hall and headed to the watermelon field. 

When Deng Guang saw his boss’s actions just now and thought of how his boss had specially called him 

over, he seemed to have thought of something. He actually squatted down and began to frog jump. 

Qin Lin smiled when he saw this. Deng Guang was still smart. 

Ma Liewen, Chen Shengfei, and Li Qing were also deep in thought when they saw this scene. 

After a while, Deng Guang got up, panting. He took another glass and drank it in one go. This time, his 

face was filled with disbelief. “President Qin, this is unbelievable. I can feel my strength recovering and 

the fatigue in my legs is disappearing. This can be made into a super function drink. It will definitely be 

popular.” 

“That’s an exaggeration.” Ma Liewen couldn’t help but imitate Deng Guang’s frog jumping action. He 

was almost out of breath. He took another cup of tea and drank it. 

He also felt the effect. “I knew it. How can the thing Qin Lin made only taste good? He actually wants to 

use it like this. There shouldn’t be any functional drink on the market that has such an effect.” 

Li Qing and Chen Shengfei also tried. A moment later, they indeed felt their strength slowly recovering. 

Chen Dabei quickly brought a few people over. 

This time, without Qin Lin saying anything, Deng Guang took the pot of tea and poured a cup of tea for 

each of them. “Try this tea.” 

He understood why President Qin had called him over. He should be promoting the new product in the 

food company. 

The sweating employees took the tea. Although puzzled, they drank it in one gulp. They were quite 

tired, too, and it was a good time to drink water to quench their thirst. 

The few of them felt the difference in the tea as well. 



“This tea is really quenching my thirst. I’m not so tired all at once.” 

“That’s right. A cup of tea feels more useful than half an hour’s rest.” 
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When Deng Guang found out about the effect of the tea, his face was filled with joy. “Boss, if this tea is 

made into a drink, it will definitely be popular.” 

Qin Lin nodded and said, “This is also the reason why I called you over today. Go back and investigate 

the factories related to the drinks sold in the county first. If there are, buy one immediately. We’ll get 

the functional drinks out as soon as possible.” 

“President Qin, I’ll go back and do it now.” Deng Guang hurriedly walked out. 

Qinglin Food Company was developing very well with ketchup, but the development of a company had 

to be diversified. No matter how well ketchup was sold, the market was limited. 

Furthermore, as time passed, the food formula would be cracked sooner or later. After all, it was not a 

high-end high-tech product. 

Once it was cracked, the top 10 brands would definitely copy new products with the same effect. There 

were many ways to copy such a big brand. At that time, it would all be about quality and brand creation. 

What they had to do now was to snatch as many fixed shares as possible before that and consolidate 

their brand value. 

Therefore, it was necessary to diversify the products. However, at this stage, the factory had to repay 

the county’s money and build a new factory. There was no more money to study new products. 

Now that President Qin had taken out this tea ingredient, he immediately saw the commercial value of 

it. Furthermore, it far exceeded the market value of the tomato sauce. 

Ma Liewen was as surprised as Chen Shengfei. 

After knowing the effect of the tea, they saw great market value. 

Qinglin Food Company already had ketchup. With this drink, Qin Lin’s net worth would probably surpass 

theirs soon. 

It was really not an exaggeration. Everyone knew how big the beverage market was now. It was just that 

the market share had been divided by those big brands. No one else could enter unless they had far 

more functional effects than these drinks. 

Qin Lin’s tea was such a thing. 

After Deng Guang left, Qin Lin also instructed Chen Dabei, “Go buy another batch of tea leaves and 

materials. You can just apply for the money from Moqing.” 

“Okay, Boss,” Chen Dabei replied and immediately left. At the same time, he took out his phone and 

called his wife. 



As soon as the call went through, he said, “Honey, tell Dad not to plant any tobacco leaves on the land at 

home. Go and plant tea trees. Also, even if you want to take out a loan, go to the village and contract 

more land. You can plant crooked trees, windproof trees, and gardenias… Don’t worry about this. In the 

future, Youcheng County will plant these things to earn money, plant them first.” 

After hanging up, he happily went to write the application. 

He was not stupid. Seeing that the tea his boss made was so effective, his boss would definitely need a 

lot of raw materials in the future. He would definitely make money planting these. 

It did not cost much to contract land in the village now. In the future, the prices of land in the various 

towns in the county would definitely increase. 

After that, Qin Lin returned to his office and went online to check the market for functional drinks. 

Since he wanted a functional drink, he probably had to figure out the market situation. 

The country’s beverage market was very big, and the market for specialty drinks was not small. Last 

year, the market for specialty drinks was 133.4 billion yuan according to retail statistics. 70% of the 

specialty drinks were energy recovery, reaching 93.3 billion yuan. 

Although this data referred to the final sales value, it was enough to show how big the industrial chain 

was. The profits belonging to the factory would definitely not be small. 

However, the competition was also very big. There were famous Red Bull, East Roc Special Drink, Lehu, 

Physique Energy, War Horse, Vitality Forest, Grape Appropriate, Monster Drink, and so on. 

These were also the future opponents of the function drink he wanted to create. However, he had drunk 

all of these before. They were far inferior to the effect of the tea leaves. 

However, Qin Lin accidentally discovered that the market for tea was not small. Last year, it reached 

more than 10 billion yuan. It was nothing compared to the beverage market, but the competition was 

very small. There were almost no well-known big brands. 

In that case, in addition to functional drinks, he could also produce tea drinks to sell. This market might 

be easier to occupy than the beverage market. 

When the time came, tea, refreshments, and functional drinks could be used in two different ways. 

However, there were still many things to do before the new product was released. He directly picked up 

his phone and called Qin Ren. This time, he had to get Qin Ren to help plan a bidding event for the 

external packaging of drinks and tea. 

Youcheng County. 

Qin Ren and Hu Fei’s studio had long changed places. After the New Year, they rented a larger office 

location. The studio’s signboard had also been changed to ‘Millennium Advertising Plan’. It could be 

considered an upgrade in scale and had also recruited some people. 

Qin Ren was a little busy today, mainly because it was difficult to handle a customer. 



As Youcheng County developed, there were also many entertainment venues. There were foot massage 

facilities such as Great Foot Divine Farmer, Second Light, Imperial Foot Pavilion, and group construction. 

Great Foot Divine Farmer has now opened another branch in Youcheng County. 

The customer in front of him was also a footbather. The other party’s brand was called three courtyards. 

Because of the tourists brought by Qinglin Villa, the Youcheng County footbath market had expanded 

further. Tourists did not mind having a foot bath after playing for a day. 

These three courtyards were planned to enter the Youcheng County market. Now, they were looking for 

them to get a plan, but the other party asked for too much and the price was not negotiable. 
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“President Qin, Youcheng County is a small place after all. Your planning fee is too high,” the middle-

aged man opposite him said with a conflicted expression. He clearly did not want to spend more money 

on this. 

After all, he did not think a small county advertising planning company was worth so much money. 

Qin Ren was about to speak when his phone rang. Seeing that it was Qin Lin, he immediately picked up. 

“Lin Zi, what can I do for you? Okay… Okay, a bidding planner. Okay… I’ll arrange it for you 

immediately.” 

When he saw Qin Ren pick up the phone as if nothing had happened, the middle-aged man frowned and 

felt a little annoyed. 

Qin Ren shouted at a girl at a work desk not far away, “Xiao Ping, Qinglin Food Company wants to bid for 

the external packaging of drinks and tea. Write a plan first and check which companies have such 

products.” 

“Okay, President Qin.” The girl called Xiao Ping immediately nodded. 

The middle-aged man beside him was clearly stunned when he heard the name Qinglin Food Company. 

He subconsciously asked, “President Qin, is Qinglin Food Company the one with Qinglin Ketchup?” 

Qin Ren nodded and said, “That’s right. Qinglin Food Company and Qinglin Villa are also our clients.” 

“I see.” When the middle-aged man heard this, he immediately stopped hesitating. “Then, President 

Qin, let’s sign the proposal for our three courtyards at the price you mentioned!” 

After all, the popularity of Qinglin Company was obvious. The three of them had come to Youcheng 

County to freeload on the benefits of the tourists in Qinglin Villa. 

Since Qinglin Villa could give its business to this Millennium Advertisement Plan, this advertising 

company must be something. 

“Alright, I’ll get someone to prepare the contract.” Qin Ren knew what was going on. 

This was probably the benefit of working with Qinglin Villa. 



Not to mention those big cities, Qinglin Villa was a big killing weapon for small cities like Youcheng 

County, Sand City, and Ning City. 

He had taken advantage of his brother, Qin Lin. After signing the contracts with the three courtyards, he 

personally went to keep an eye on Qinglin Food Company. 

Qin Lin trusted him, so he could not let him down. 

… 

After Qin Lin hung up on Qin Ren, Zhao Moqing came looking for him and asked anxiously, “Qin Lin, 

what’s with the tea materials you asked Chen Dabei to buy? And is the tea Chen Dabei mentioned true?” 

“It’s true.” Qin Lin nodded and pulled Zhao Moqing over to sit on his lap. “We have to prepare a patent 

application first. To promote this tea, we have to apply for a patent first.” 

Otherwise, it was only a matter of time before such food and drink recipes were cracked. He did not 

want to be like that unlucky person who had his recipes cracked and had his patents applied for. 

“Yes!” Zhao Moqing nodded. 

Therefore, the next day, Qin Lin transported the things in the game to the villa and brought the 

information to the county’s intellectual property bureau to handle the patent business. 

Naturally, the person in charge of the intellectual property bureau personally received Qin Lin. 

Previously, when he came with Chen Li to settle the ketchup, he had also left the number of the person 

in charge. 

When he returned to the villa’s office, he asked about the acquisition of Deng Guang’s beverage factory 

and the purchase of tea materials from Chen Dabei. He also looked at the screen in his mind and dealt 

with the things that had refreshed in the game today. 

For fishing, there were still three ornamental fish among the 35 fish. Then, all the Quality 2 and 1 wild 

fishes were placed in the pool for storage. 

He cut down trees. There was another sandalwood tree today. This thing did not refresh much, but it 

appeared from time to time. He did not have to worry about lacking the supply of sandalwood incense 

in the bridal chamber. 

Then, he checked the mountain goods. And today, there seemed to be an unexpected surprise. 

Something new had been refreshed. 

When he controlled the game character to approach the tree-shaped thing and pick it, the notification 

surprised him slightly. 

[Congratulations on obtaining 30 catties of wild oolong tea tender leaves!] 

Oolong tea? 

Tea leaves were considered mountain goods? 



Most importantly, what was wrong with this system? He had just given it a recipe for calm tea leaves, 

and this mountain product had refreshed the tea leaves again? 

Was it against tea leaves? 

The tender leaves had just been picked. They needed to be roasted into tea leaves to be used. 

Qin Lin complained about the system and controlled his game character to continue walking into the 

mountains. He had already refreshed his items, so it would be a waste not to take them. 

[Congratulations on obtaining 30 catties of wild oolong tea tender leaves!] 

… 

[Congratulations on obtaining 30 catties of wild oolong tea tender leaves!] 

Soon, the game character picked three more mountain goods. Moreover, they were all wild oolong tea. 

There were a total of 120 catties of tender leaves, and more than 20 catties of mature tea. 

Previously, Ma Liewen had even said that ordinary tea leaves insulted the red sandalwood tea table. 

Coincidentally, this mountain goods were usually of Quality 2. It was not bad to roast the tea leaves to 

entertain people. 

At the thought of this, Qin Lin locked the office door and entered the game with a thought. He saw the 

note of the tea leaves: 

[(Rare) Wild Oolong Tea Leaf: Quality 2] 

[This is a wild-growing oolong tea. It’s definitely a top-notch tea. Unfortunately, it’s extremely rare and 

the refresh rate is extremely low. It can be roasted into mature tea and brewed into tea. It has many 

effects: tea fragrance +2, sweet aftertaste +2, elimination of grease +2, promotion of digestion +2, 

refreshing thoughts +2, cancer prevention +1.] 

Qin Lin was really surprised to see the note of this wild oolong tea. There were a total of six attributes. 

There was naturally no need to mention the fragrance and aftertaste of the tea. This was usually what 

tea tasted like. This was also one of the greatest values of tea. 
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The other four attributes were also very good. 

Eliminating the grease was naturally not a problem. If one was uncomfortable eating fish and meat, a 

cup of tea would definitely relieve it. 

Promoting digestion should be a blessing for many people. How many people had indigestion? 

There was naturally no need to mention the benefits of refreshing one’s mind to someone who was 

tired from work. This was also why they said not to drink tea at night. They really could not sleep. 

On the other hand, the +1 anti-cancer attribute was really magical. 



It was said that those top-notch oolong tea had anticancer substances. Ordinary people naturally felt 

that it was another IQ tax. 

Now it seems to be true. No wonder the top-notch oolong tea was unbelievably expensive. 

He had to drink one or two glasses of this every day. Not only him, but Zhao Moqing and his mother had 

to drink it too. His mother-in-law had to give him some at home. 

However, before that, he had to think of ways to roast these tea leaves. 

At the thought of this, Qin Lin left the villa and went to the warehouse. Then, he entered the game and 

moved all the tea leaves out. 

The tea leaves were all packed in large bags given by the system. There were a total of four bags, each 

weighing 30 catties. 

Qin Lin immediately returned these tea leaves to the villa and brought them to the kitchen in the 

original hall. Then, he opened the first bag of tea leaves and began to wash them, preparing to cook 

them. 

The method of roasting tea leaves could also be used on ordinary tea leaves. 

A moment. 

After the first pot opened and the temperature reached, he poured the washed tea leaves into the pot 

and began to stir the tea leaves like before. 

However, this time, it was different from before. In a moment, a rich tea fragrance wafted through the 

kitchen. 

The Quality 2 wild oolong tea produced by this system had the attribute of medium tea fragrance +2. 

On the other hand, the fragrance of tea was not only present when it was being brewed. It was only 

when it was being roasted that the fragrance was strong. When dozens of catties of tea leaves were 

roasted together, the fragrance emitted was dozens of times more fragrant than the tea brewed in small 

cups. 

Not only was this tea fragrance rich, but it also smelled very good. Surrounded by the tea fragrance, Qin 

Lin felt much better. This should be the effect of refreshing his mind. 

After a while, Ma Liewen walked in from outside. “I smelled the fragrance of tea as soon as I entered the 

hall. Qin Lin, what tea did you make this time? It’s really a pity. You made tea ingredients, not traditional 

tea leaves. Otherwise, this tea would definitely be very delicious. Eh…” 

As Ma Liewen spoke, he suddenly realized that something was wrong. Qin Lin did not add any other 

materials to the pot of tea leaves, and there were no other materials beside it. 

He was roasting traditional tea leaves. 

Ma Liewen’s eyes lit up. “Qin Lin, are you roasting traditional tea leaves?” 

“Yes.” Qin Lin nodded. “This is oolong tea.” 



Ma Liewen was immediately interested. “Is there such a rich and pleasant tea fragrance when roasting 

oolong tea? How are the tea leaves you roasted? Are they as delicious as the ones I left for you?” 

He was still looking forward to it. After all, the oolong tea he had left for Qin Lin was already very good 

on the market. It was not that he could not afford any more expensive oolong tea, but it was very 

difficult to buy them. Most of them were fake on the market. 

For example, the most expensive oolong tea in Min Province’s Anxi County could be bought for 670,000 

yuan a catty. If there were 10 catties in front of him, he would not hesitate to pay 6.7 million yuan. 

However, the oolong tea of that quality only produced 3,800 catties a year. It was a profit in the country. 

Over the years, he had only bought a few catties. 

If one did not have the means to buy tea, they would basically not be able to buy such a treasure. It was 

even difficult to buy low-grade tea. There were so many Anxi County’s oolong tea on the market, and 

there were too many fake goods of all kinds. 

“Try it.” At this moment, Qin Lin had also completed the last step. He roasted the first bag of 30 catties 

of oolong tea. After roasting, it was less than 6 catties. 

Ma Liewen was a man who liked tea. Seeing this, he did not hesitate. He immediately took the kettle 

and cup beside him, took out some tea leaves, and began to brew them. 

Like Li Qing with wine, Ma Liewen was familiar with tea. After making a pot and pouring himself a cup, 

he put it to his nose and smelled it. 

“This tea…” Ma Liewen’s eyes lit up as he subconsciously took a sip. Then, the light in his eyes deepened 

as he said in disbelief, “Qin Lin, where did you get this tea leaf? Don’t tell me you robbed Anxi County’s 

tea tree?” 
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Ma Liewen tasted the tea and even looked as intoxicated as Li Qing. 

He had drunk Anxi County’s oolong tea that cost 670,000 yuan per catty. 

This tea fragrance, this aftertaste, was not much different. 

It was simply the best for people with a taste for good tea. 

However, there were too few oolong teas of this quality. How did Qin Lin get so many? 

Seeing Qin Lin pick up another bag of tea leaves to wash, he could not help but ask again, “Qin Lin, did 

you really rob Anxi County’s tea tree?” 

“Yes, I robbed more than 100 catties. Do you believe me?” Qin Lin asked jokingly. 

As a native of Min Province, he naturally knew that there was an oolong tea that cost 670,000 yuan per 

catty. From Ma Liewen’s words, it was not difficult to tell that this Quality 2 wild oolong tea was not 

inferior to the 670,000 yuan per catty. 



Therefore, he neither admitted nor denied it. He let Ma Liewen imagine it. Otherwise, it would be 

difficult to explain the source of his tea. 

However, the price surprised him. 

It was also a Quality 2 item, but the Quality 2 bass was only 300 yuan per catty. However, did this tea 

leaf actually reach this value? 

In the game, the price of tea leaves was definitely lower than bass. 

It seemed that cheap things in the game might not be cheaper in reality. This tea leaf was the best 

proof. 

Who would have thought that tea leaves of Quality 2 could be so expensive in reality? 

To ordinary people, this was unbelievable, but the key was that there were rich people who liked to 

drink tea. 

For example, the tea leaves of the Imperial 18 and the Mother Tree of Mount Wuyi were worth millions. 

He wondered if he could still get this wild oolong tea in the future. The refresh rate of mountain goods 

was too low, and there were many types. 

“I believe you. Others can’t rob it, but you can definitely do it. After all, you have a lot of good things. 

You can definitely exchange them.” As Ma Liewen spoke, he squatted beside Qin Lin like a thief. “Um, I’ll 

help you wash the tea leaves.” 

Everyone knew what he was thinking. 

Qin Lin smiled and asked, “Do you want this tea leaf?” 

Ma Liewen nodded decisively. “Just a little.” 

“I’ll give you a catty after cooking it,” Qin Lin said with a smile. 

“Really?” Ma Liewen’s eyes lit up. 

If a catty of Anxi County’s oolong tea was placed in the Min Province Tea Tasting Association, it would 

definitely shock everyone. 

As a good tea person, he felt very happy and looked forward to it. 

At the same time, the employees of a county beverage factory felt happy because they had received 

news that the factory had been bought by Qinglin Food Company. 

Everyone in the county knew that Qinglin Food Company had a high salary now. As long as they did not 

cheat and were willing to work hard, it was not difficult for their salary to exceed 10,000 yuan a month. 

In a small county with an average salary of 4,000 yuan, what did it mean to have a salary of more than 

10,000 yuan? 

They would have to fight to get in. 



Originally, when they got off work, they would also secretly wander to the entrance of Qinglin Food 

Company to see if they were recruiting. Once they were recruited, even if they had to leave, they would 

have to go to Qinglin Food Company’s factory without their salary. 

After all, how much was their salary now? 

Moreover, many employees of the factory had the same thought. 

However, none of them expected good news to suddenly arrive. Their factory had been bought over by 

the Qinglin Food Company? 

Then wouldn’t they be employees of the Qinglin Company? 

Happiness came without warning. 

Therefore, after the boss brought the people from Qinglin Company into the office, all the employees 

could not help but glance at the office. 

In the office, Deng Guang had already taken all the documents and client information of the factory 

from a middle-aged man. 

To be honest, the client information of this factory was useless to the Qinglin Company at all. However, 

no matter how small the factory was, there was still a need for procedures. 

President Qin had asked him to buy the county’s beverage factory. After an inspection, he had looked 

for this factory. For such an acquisition, he could handle it himself with his authority as the general 

manager. After that, he could just write a report and review it to the lady boss who was in charge of the 

finance. 

This factory only had three small production lines in total. They were also in the tea-drinking business, 

but they were tea-drinking from pirated brands. 

The drink they produced was called tea. It was pirated green tea. Even the outer packaging was similar 

to green tea. 

Such products were available all over the country and there was no way to enter large cities. However, 

they were very common in small county cities and various towns. 

For example, Sprite’s pirated RBB, Chariot’s pirated Tea Yuan, Awesome’s pirated RBB, Old Wang’s 

pirated Wang Jizheng, Six Walnut’s pirated RBB, Durex’s pirated Durex, and so on. 

Most importantly, there were all kinds of procedures for such products. They had no way of suing them. 

There were many such beverage products in Youcheng County. They were all small-scale in towns, and 

this tea factory was like that. 

In the beginning, buying such a factory would be much faster than building a new factory to debug and 

experiment with the assembly line data than buying new production lines in a new factory. 

As long as the product was produced, the review and filing could be sold. With another wave of 

publicity, he could apply for a loan from the county to expand the production line. 



As a businessman, it was naturally a waste not to use the official and bank money. 

After Deng Guang accepted the factory, he said to the middle-aged man, “President Shen, the 

acquisition has been completed. Let’s go and tell the employees together. In addition, we have to inform 

the employees to sign the new contract and confidentiality agreement.” 

 


